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W
hile the word “innovation” is often used, only
rarely does a new series of inventions—such as
the wheel, electricity, and the Internet— entirely
reshape society. Artificial intelligence (AI) is prov-

ing to be the next such powerful innovation, and the U.S. tax
code is little prepared for it.

Defining AI can be a challenging task due to the broad
nature of what falls under its rubric. Essentially, AI is the use
of computer systems to perform tasks that historically have
required human intelligence. Expanding on this definition, AI
can interpret and learn from data, creating alone and using
what it has learned from the data without additional human
input. Such machine learning is further refined into deep learning
in which artifi c ial neural networks—algorithms that copy how
the human brain works—mimic human behavior by processing
vast amounts of data.1 This neural network approach of having

computers “learn” in a manner similar to the human brain
varies from the more traditional rule-based computer program-
ming in which a computer is programmed with the explicit
rules it will follow.2 Thus, with AI, computers copy human
thinking rather than just routinely following set tasks.

AI is often described in futuristic terms in which machines
outsmart the human race. The science fiction imagery exagger-
ation is only a function of time. While AI arguably performs
rule-based tasks better than humans, for the moment it is still
lagging behind in being able to outthink humans in many other
areas. However, current projections are that within five years
technology will have evolved to the state that the machines will
exceed human intellectual capabilities across a greatly expanded
spectrum of areas.3 Those currently creating this AI wave have
enormous power as they are setting the standards from which
the machines will operate in the future, outpacing human
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control, but with these rules forming the
metrics from which AI will iterate alone.

AI can and will replace humans, dis-
placing what is a biologically weak com-
ponent in the supply chain with a seamless
solution, terrifying in its efficiency. The
current coronavirus pandemic is exposing
the weaknesses of people, and will speed
up the adoption of AI across a wide swath
of industries that are no longer patient
with the work force after suffering crippling
disruptions due to quarantines, hoarding,
and death. The entertainment industry, in

partiular, is not immune, with most pro-
ductions shut down, live events cancelled,
and top stars such as Tom Hanks needing
to delay a movie due to catching the coro-
navirus.4

AI is already present in daily life, though
in what many consider to be the most rudi-
mentary forms. It powers Google’s search
and Amazon’s delivery system, the latter
of which is performing an essential function
during the coronavirus crisis by getting
supplies out with merciless precision.5 In
the Netherlands, Philips uses robots in
lights out/dark factories to make electric
razors, and even though Tesla’s CEO has
had to admit overreliance on robots in the
company’s “dark” factories, which only
needed a few people to monitor the auto-
mated processes, both maufacturers’ meth-
ods indicate the future energy-saving
prospect of AI.6 Going forward, AI will
become more pervasive in ways that cannot
yet be imagined.

Companies whose business is involved
in or overlaps with AI encompass a vast
ecosystem. AI starts with hardware in the
form of a semiconductor that drives every-
thing. The AI (software based) is then run
and stored on a further form of hardware
(for example, a computer), which connects
with a network and eventually the cloud.
The cloud is a means of storing and access-
ing data and programs over the Internet
instead of on a localized platform such as
a computer. Robots, while visually arresting,
merely represent a tool for AI. Eventually,
AI will be run off a smart phone. AI growth
is driven by evolving semiconductor pro-
cessing power, 5G (a much faster wireless
network), quantum computing and refine-
ment of the software that runs on these
other elements. The complexity of these

systems is staggering and expanding rapidly.
Inherent in understanding AI are a few

key terms, some of which are still concep-
tual in application but close to reaching
practical adoption. Eventually, a digital
twin will integrate with each person, adding
vast intellectual and physical capabilities
based on an individual’s own thinking and
abilities, only better. This twin, and indeed
much of life, will operate on more powerful
smart phones. These smart phone-based
digital twins will run people’s lives, deter-
mining what to think, watch, eat, read,

experience, and more.7 The breadth of the
changes to be brought about by AI tech-
nology is beyond ordinary human under-
standing (and is in part projected to develop
without human involvement) and is not
addressed in many current laws as written,
including the Internal Revenue Code (IRC).

As is typically the case in most countries,
the U.S. tax base is heavily reliant on service
income earned by individuals. In 2018, 51
percent of tax revenue raised was from
individual income taxes; 35 percent was
from payroll taxes (which are assessed on
the wage or salary paychecks of most work-
ers and are used to fund such programs as
social security); 8 percent was excise, estate,
and other taxes; and 6 percent was corpo-
rate income tax.8 Yet, AI is projected to
replace many jobs globally, with estimates
of how many jobs so affected varying
widely. The McKinsey Global Institute has
estimated that about 50 percent of work
tasks around the world are currently
automatable.9 However, McKinsey also
estimated that 30 percent of work activities
could be automated by 2030, displacing
about 14 percent of workers, assuming
rapid adoption of automation. McKinsey’s
estimates fall in the middle of the prog-
nosticators, demonstrating that such con-
siderable changes are widely accepted.
Importantly, for tax purposes, if humans
are working much less, tax revenue will
drop precipitately in the United States, and
this change could occur in a meaningful
way over the next 10 years.

The tax world as presently constructed
follows a certain order through its own
rule book, which in the United States is
the IRC. Put simply, the underlying system
codified in the IRC “follows the money,”
meaning if someone gets paid for services,

that payment gets taxed. Currently, tax
revenues both support the U.S. government
and its programs, along with incentivizing
(or disincentivizing) certain behavior.

AI presents challenges for domestic and
foreign taxation as it is composed of bits
and electrons floating through a digital
network that passes through servers and
is ultimately reached only through an
Internet service provider. Significantly, this
new world will raise issues of jurisdiction
and nexus, both for domestic and foreign
tax purposes.

Taxpayers in the United States are gen-
erally taxed on worldwide income, with
some modifications after the Tax Cuts and
Jobs Act passed in 2017. In contrast, non-
resident aliens and foreign corporations
are generally taxed based on sourcing rules
that determine what is taxed and by whom,
basically depending upon where the income
is deemed sourced or derived.10 Income
tax treaties can further refine which country
has the right to tax certain income derived
by a tax resident of either country. The
source of income is typically considered
where the relevant economic activity takes
place.11 Such a presence can create a “per-
manent establishment,” i.e., the place where
the taxpayer is deemed to reside with
respect to determined income earned. When
this income is “effectively connected” to
that tax situs, tax is due to the country in
which the permanent establishment exists.
Global tax treaties can create different
rules, including tie-breaker ones that deter-
mine the source when there are multiple
establishments or no clear permanent estab-
lishment exists. New issues are presented
by AI when a “permanent” establishment,
if any at all, exists.

States have also waded into the online
quagmire, most famously recently in South
Dakota v. Wayfair, which uprooted long-
standing legal precedent at the U.S. Supreme
Court level.12 In Wayfair, South Dakota
challenged whether an out-of-state seller
was required to have an in-state presence
for the state to tax the seller on sales above
a certain amount made within the state.
The Supreme Court decided in favor of
South Dakota, determining that such tax-
ation does not violate either the Due Process
or Commerce Clauses of the U.S. Con -
stitution. The Court also commented on
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the disruptions to the traditional U.S. tax
system resulting from the growth of online
commerce, noting that these online mer-
chants were availing themselves of benefits
of a state and that “substantial virtual con-
nections” should not be ignored. The Court
in Wayfair also cited a Massachusetts law
that taxes merchants when their customers
have a seller’s app or cookies on their com-
puter.13 Massachusetts has begun enforcing
this law though how they can do so without
violating privacy rights is puzzling.

While sourcing income related to AI
may be one of the greatest challenges faced
by taxing countries and states, AI may also
present income issues. At one level, con-
ceptually, the IRC should not be overly
complex. However, tax practitioners (and
indeed most non-tax practitioners) know
otherwise. Indeed, the more tax one knows,
the more complicated one knows it is. Tax
code provisions are extensive in number
and mind-numbingly convoluted at times
in an effort to ensure that desired tax is
assessed and paid. This includes charac-
terization of various types of income that
can have significant impact on the amount
of tax liability, including tax rates and
withholding obligations.

A tax is imposed each year on all earned
income of individuals or corporations, with
some limited exceptions.14 Income is de -
fined in the IRC to mean all income from
whatever source derived, including those
forms of income that include: compensation
for services, gross income derived from a
business, gains derived from property deal-
ings, interest, rents, royalties, dividends,
annuities, life insurance payouts, pensions,
income from discharge of indebtedness,
distributed partnership income, income in
respect of a decedent, and income from an
interest in an estate or trust. Traditionally,
income is defined as ordinary (essentially,
actively earned income), passive (income
earned without active participation) or
portfolio (income from investments, such
as dividends, interest, or royalties). Income
includes capital gain on the sale of a capital
asset. A significant challenge will be how
to define and classify AI income.

While all types of income can have
unique sourcing and characterization is -
sues, in tangible income, such as royalty
streams, or the sale and exchange of assets
that created such streams, can be harder
to source and characterize and thus subject
to a myriad of rules. The IRC seeks to
determine the characterization of the in -
come as ordinary or capital based in part
upon whether the intangible asset was
self-created (and if so it is usually taxed
more like ordinary income; if not, it may
be subject to the lower capital gains tax

rate).15 Sourcing rules also become more
complex when taxing intangibles. Digital
assets can be harder to find and more easily
shifted offshore, limiting the tax reach of
the U.S. government. 

Additionally, income abroad can be sub-
ject to lower tax rates under the global
intangible  low-taxed income (GILTI)16 or
foreign derived intangible income (FDII)17

provisions of the IRC, depending upon the
ultimate product, intangible or services
sold. Both GILTI and FDII allow for a pref-
erential deduction, with the latter, FDII,

being applicable for intangibles and services
sold abroad. 

The everchanging nature of AI will be
another challenge for U.S. tax laws. The
current tax landscape is vastly limited and
oftentimes inapplicable, in part because
current laws do not contemplate the dy -
namic shifts it presents. Most people will
be effectively and increasingly removed
from their environment, operating in ever
narrower fields but still living stable and
enjoyable lives. When identifying related
taxable income, the hardware and the start-
ing software can be associated with a person
or entity to be taxed. It is what happens
afterwards that gets complicated. The intan-
gible aspect and ongoing infinite iterations
of AI are key reasons behind the complexity
inherent in finding, sourcing, taxing, and
understanding it. AI itself is capable of
constant, ever-evolving change, iterating,
mutating, and evolving millions of times
in mere seconds, making it hard to track.
Humans may, and likely will, not be able

to keep up with AI creation and will take
no part in such ongoing processes. Looking
forward, then, the drafters of U.S. tax laws
most likely will not be able to keep pace
with AI as it develops on its own.
Furthermore, the reality is that the laws
have been written by humans, most of
whom are not technologically sophisticated,
and are certainly no match for deep learn-
ing-based AI. 

Tax law is not the only area of law that
may not be able to cope with AI. The laws
of patents (which require an inventor),

copyright (which requires human creation,
originality, creativity, and the ability to fix
an idea), and rights of publicity (an indi-
vidual’s right to control and profit from
commercial use of his or her name, likeness
and persona) will need to evolve when all
being created is done by automation yet
mimicking a person, and sometimes along-
side a person. Self-creation becomes impos-
sible to define if a digital twin, better than
me but not me, creates in place of the
human creator and inevitably will continue
to create long after the original human cre-
ator is no longer alive. 

Unlike a corporation, AI presently does
not have personhood standing for tax pur-
poses or otherwise. However, one robot,
Sophia, was given citizenship by Saudi
Arabia in October of 2017.18 Built by Hong
Kong-based company Hanson Robotics,
Sophia is designed to look and act like a
human being but only has human rights
in Saudi Arabia. If AI is not a person, it is
unclear how it is taxed and its earnings
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accounted for. Sim plistically, the AI owner
could be taxed but that “person” might
not practically be identifiable. Perhaps, AI
may one day be the perfect offshore tax
haven, existing as a digital and not physical
location. Im portantly, the concepts related
to the rights surrounding intangibles do
have tax implications as they define who
owns what rights and thus help determine
how related resulting transactions will be
taxed.

Tax policy now favors AI in many ways,
for example, the 100 percent depreciation
deduction for qualified property.19 In the
context of AI, the government is essentially
subsidizing the use of technology to replace
workers. While these replacement workers
may be considered “robots,” they do not
need to take human-like form to eliminate
a job. Recently released cloud computing
regulations have been criticized as not con-
taining real world applicability though they
do create opportunities for tax planning.20

Ultimately, if AI is the creator and con-
stantly evolving, the result may be the loss
of the ability to reverse engineer its actions
and trace further creations back to the
original human creator of the software
since such an exercise will not be practical
or possible. Indeed, realistically, if a soft-
ware program is changed enough from its

original, billions of times over, it may not
be appropriate or possible to trace the
derivation back to the original creator.
Additionally, given that the nature of digital
AI content is so fluid, no source or nexus
with a nation-state might exist.

Moreover, AI assets can go on in per-
petuity and can be removed from a taxable
estate through estate planning now, growing
in value exponentially and permanently,
creating a master class of AI asset owners
and their successive generations who will
own the assets that essentially run the
world. Much as capital today is ever more
concentrated among a smaller percentage
of global population, that wealth disparity
will only broaden as AI assets become the
most valuable assets.21 Any early advantage,
today being built mainly in China and the
United States, will further concentrate
wealth, creating long-term social problems.
As a consequence, vast groups of individ-
uals will not be able to find work and gen-
erate their own wealth, and the few who
control the AI will control the wealth.

The practical reality is that long-term—
when value is created and AI is behind the
creation—no money may change hands.
No taxable entity might be involved, and
the location of any activity might be impos-
sible to find. Creative evolution of AI will

lead to outcomes no one can yet predict.
AI is a natural tax avoider and will find

ways around human rules. If AI recognizes
that it has too close of a connection to a
taxing jurisdiction, it is nimble enough to
modify itself to remain nontaxable.22

Solutions do exist. Yet, globally, coun-
tries and companies continue struggling to
address the ability of digital assets to evade
taxation. The Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD),
for example, is working to reach a global
solution for taxing data, AI and non-AI
related.23 Much OECD analysis for how
to do so includes updating how permanent
establishment is globally defined . Currently,
a server is arguably more like a warehouse
than a place of business and an Internet
service provider is independent of a busi-
ness, but the longevity of those certainties
is being debated. While at a policy level
both a robot or digital tax have also been
proposed by various other interested parties
and countries, ultimately defining, agreeing
upon, and enforcing such taxes is proving
to be an exceedingly complex undertak-
ing.24 To date, most such efforts have
focused on regional protection, not global
solutions. 

Perhaps the tax base of the United States
may need to be centered around concepts
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such as data stored, connectivity used, min-
utes logged on a system, or some other
demonstrable metric. Alternatively, the
mark to market rules, which determine the
value of a security at a set time each year,
could be adapted for AI, thus leading to a
particular asset value at a predetermined
date. For example, in applying such a con-
cept to AI creation, the AI in existence at
a given time could be determined once
annually, thus adding accountability and
some identifiable asset to tax. Smart con-
tracts will anticipate and adapt to change
in agreements due to AI and perhaps the
IRC can be rewritten (with the help of AI)
to do the same.

What can be said for certain is that the
robots (and AI in general) are coming, and
they will usurp massive numbers of jobs.
Further, the tax base will need to radically
evolve with the new technology or face
serious consequences. Gov ernments have
historically moved slower than technology,
and the antiquated tax code does not yet
address the new realities brought about by
AI. With AI, the rules will be reset, and
not just with respect to the IRC. 

Tax advisors, among others, today will
want answers, especially when landscapes
start shifting rapidly. Traditional tax rules
can be used creatively to plan into an AI
future, anticipating that these rules will
(by necessity) change at some upcoming
time and building in protections to address
when they do. 

For those who think AI can be turned
off if it misbehaves, the truth is that AI
will outlive us and might see any attack
on its existence, human or otherwise, as
mere malware to be eradicated. In this
sense, science fiction has elements of fact.
Those who remain skeptical are going to
be disappointed as all indications are that
human weaknesses, as highlighted by the
2020 pandemic, are the problem and not
the solution. In contrast, machines do not
die and now cannot be forced to pay taxes,
changing both of the two absolutes in life,
i.e., death and taxes.                                    n
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